INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
to the area under the first" In a diagram (page 131) we
have first a curve x (rising and falling in any way). Then
we are told that a second curve y is drawn so that it is
high where x is steep and low where x is only sloping
gently.
At A £ is steep, so y is high.
At B x is sloping only gently, so y is low*
At C x is steep again, so y is high.
At D x is flat, so y ib zero.
Now the proposition whose truth we are endeavouring to
see, asserts that then, the area under the curve y is repre-
sented by the height of the curve x. To take a specific
instance, it asserts that the shaded area between A and B
in curve y is represented by the height of B above A in curve
a?. Now that something like this must be true can be seen
intuitively. For if curve x had gone on being as steep
as at A, then B in that curve would have been much higher :
and curve y would have stayed at height A and the shaded
area would have been greater. More exactly, the height
of B above A in curve x depends upon the average slope of x
from A to B, and, on the other hand, the shaded area in
curve y depends upon the average height of that curve
between A and B : and this average height in y represents
that average slope in x.1
But though there is great need to guard against the
meaningless manipulation of symbols in mathematics, just
as there is to guard against the parrot-like vocalization of
words in ordinary thinking, yet nothing would be farther
from the truth than to belittle the importance of mathe-
matical notation. Again and again in the progress of the
physical sciences it has occurred that the invention of a
suitable notation has enabled, has indeed caused, a leap
forward to be made. With a good notation a mediocrity
in leasoning may perchance accomplish as much as would
1 Note that if curve x had at any point come downhill, curve y would
have gone below the z axis.
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